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Not happy with the performance of your PC? Well, the Time tests all, the fact is well understood.
Irrespective of the brand make or model, your 6 months or so older PC gradually becomes sluggish
in performance. Slow booting, slow accessibility of files or programs, creeping Internet speed, etc.
become the frequently incurred issues. The machine which gave a reason to boast becomes a thing
to avoid. Then do you think itâ€™s possible to avoid? If yes, then â€˜how longâ€™? Obviously, it is next to
impossible because you are soaked in the digital world from top to bottom. From personal sundry
records, official email communication to managing social life all has come on this platform. Will there
be any injustice if its termed as the lifeblood of todaysâ€™ generation? Perhaps, you would reply a big
â€˜NOâ€™.

So itâ€™s vital to learn about the chapter â€œcomputer tune-upâ€•. It can be divided into three major modules,
viz. diagnosis, interpretation, and troubleshooting. For every performance issue there can be some
symptoms that are clearly visible, and can be observed easily. At times, if the Internet speed
fluctuates, errors or notifications become frequent, programs or network resources become
inaccessible, and more, then itâ€™s well understood that your system is in need of your kind attention.
Interpret the error messages, as per your computer expertise; if donâ€™t have that, then seek expertsâ€™
assistance either from some remote support provider or one of your friends having sound
knowledge of PC repair and maintenance.

Microsoft has bestowed the Windows operating system with a set of features, platforms or PC tune-
up tools that can be exploited to conclude about the PC health, and resolve any related issues. For
instance, notifications regarding viruses and spyware infection are brought at the Action
Center/Security Centerâ€™s platform, and Windows Defender or Microsoft Online Security Scanner is
used to scan, detect, remove and fix any related issues. Similarly, Device Manger takes charges of
the device and drivers; Performance Maintenance Tools takes note of resource consumption and
performance, Microsoft Management Console is to take care of the Microsoft Exchange Server,
Active Directory Users and Computers, Domains and Trusts, and Sites and Services, and Windows
Registry holds the entire blue-print as how to run the system. Hence, knowing the basic
troubleshooting process can be of immense advantage.

These days tune up utilities have become the sought-after repair and maintenance tools, and third-
party vendors have started taking interest in the field. A few like Comodo and Iolo are well-knonw in
the domain that develops a wide range of products as per the system compatibility. These are
designed to enhance system performance and stability by removing clutter and junk files, repairing
registry problems, re-aligning related program components, recovering wasted memory (RAM),
defragmenting hard drives, optimizing internet connection settings, managing Windows start up
settings, and more.

There are a few PC tune up mantras as well, which are easiest to be incorporated into the
computing habit. Like keep the Microsoft Update enabled, make sure it is setup to get automatic
updates from Microsoft. Also, adjust power settings, index settings, visual effects, and other less
importance features if speed matters you.
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Neha - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic technologies, a firm that delivers end to end&nbsp;a Pc
Tune-up&nbsp;to clients.&nbsp;Computer Tune Up,&nbsp;a Tune Up, computer technical
support,&nbsp;a Tune up Utilities&nbsp;are few services offered at this one platform along with
many others.
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